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Ray Gladstone
General Information Physical Characteristics

Species: Geshrin Height: 5'9“
Gender: Male Weight: 160lbs
Age: born BYE 18 Measurements:
Employer: Retired, formerly Origin Industries Bra Size: N/A
Occupation: Automotive technician/designer Eyes: Gray
Rank: Retired Hair: Brown
Current location: Dawn Station

Ray is an NPC played by Kai

Physical Characteristics

Description: Ray Gladstone is an average-heighted man with an average build, aside from his slightly
larger than it should be belly. Aside from his gut, however, Ray is rather fit, and somewhat muscular.
Hair Color and Style: Ray has short, somewhat messy brown hair. Distinguishing Features: His
largeish belly.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Ray is a very polite man, and in most cases acts as if everything were business. However,
when around those he considers friends, he is very easygoing and prone to laughter. Due to his ease of
making friends, Ray is often very loud and laughing. Likes: Motorized vehicles, aircraft, machines,
saunas. Dislikes: badly designed cars, Mishhuvurthyar, not having any work. Goals: None. Ray has
currently achieved all his personal goals and is quite content with his life as it is.

History

Family: Father: Fenton Gladstone, Deceased. Mother: Misha Gladstone, Deceased.

Ray Gladstone was born a Nepleslian, and lived much of his life on Nepleslia. His early life consisted of
working on vehicles for his father's auto shop business, as well as tinkering with the household
machinery. In Ray's younger years he got deep into the Nepleslian airbike circuit, working as a crew chief
for several notable, but now dead racers. After the Gangs took over the circuit, Ray returned to cars, and
discovered that his vast technical knowledge helped him to design them as well as fix them. Ray went
back to work with his father, but, when the Elysian plague hit it took Ray's mother and Father, and nearly
killed him, but he was able to switch to a Geshrin body in time. Years after taking over his father's shop,
in which he regularly fixed machines for various small-time pirates, one of his Pirate friends told him she
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was going legitimate, and asked for his assistance in starting a project. The tiny, pixie-like woman proved
very convincing , and, in the end, right, and in YE 29, Ray Gladstone, Aerin Tatst, and Rob Robertson the
Third created Origin Industries.

After more than 15 years at the helm of Origin Motor Corporation, and approaching his mid-sixties, Ray
Gladstone felt that it was time to retire, as his career at Origin had set him up to take it easy for his life.
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